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A. SAFETY TERMS AND SYMBOLS 

These terms may appear in this manual or on the prooduct: 

WARNING. Warning statements identify condition or practices that 
could result in injury or loss of life. 

CAUTION. Caution statements identify conditions or practices that A could result in damage to this product or other property. 

The following symbols may appear in this manual or on the product: 

ATTENTION Protective Earth 
refer to Manual Conductor (Ground) 

Terminal Terminal 

B. FUSE REPLACEMENT 

The main AC line fuse is located on the rear panel next to the line power receptacle. 
Remove the line power cord and test lead before attempting to remove the fuse. 
For continued fire protection. Replace fuse only with the specified type and rating. 



C. CLEANING 

Remove the AC input power (disconnect and remove the power cord) and test lead from the 
instrument before attempting to clean the instrument. 

To keep the instrument clean, wipe the case with a damp cloth and detergent. Do not use 
chemicals containing benzine, benzene, toluene, xylene, acetone, abrasives or similar solvents. 

D. FOR UNITED KINGDOM ONLY 

NOTE 
As the colours of the wires in main leads may not correspond w~th  the colours markmg ~dent~hed In 

This leadlappliance must only your p~ug~app~iance, proceed as follows: 

be wired by competent persons 
WARNING 

THIS APPLIANCE MUST B E  
EARTHED 

IMPORTANT 
The wires in this lead are 

coloured in accordance with 
the following code: 

Green1 rn 
Yellow: Earth 
Blue: Neutral 
Brown: Live(Phase) 

The wire which is coloured Green B Yellow must be connected to the Earth terminal marked w~th the 
letter E or by the earth symbol @ or coloured Green or Green 6 Yellow 

The wire which is coloured Blue must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter N or 
coloured Blue or Black. 

The wire which is coloured Brown must be connected to the terminal marked with the letter L or P 01 
coloured Brown or Red. 

If in doubt, consult the instructions provided with the equipment or contact the supplier. 

This cablelappliance should be protected by a suitably rated and approved HBC mams fuse ' refer to the 
rating information on the equipment andlor user instructions for details. As a guide, cable of 0.75mm ' 
should be protected by a 3A or 5A fuse. Larger conductors would normally requlre 13A types. 
depending on the connection method used. 

Any moulded mains connector that requires removallreplacement must be destroyed by removal of any 
fuse 6 fuse carrier and disposed of immediately, as a plug with bared wires IS hazardous if engaged In a 
live socket. Any re-wiring must be carried out in accordance with the information detailed on lhis label 



Low sine wave distortion,high stability,shorter warm-up time and less power consumption. 

High reliability with adoption of direct coupled circuits throughout the entire stage. 

Compact styling with vertical type panel for easy operation. 

Frequency dial scale calibrated with singlescale graduations for frequency range from 10& to 

lMHz selectable in 5 ranges. 
High output design; more then 5V rms at 600 Q (Sine Wave). Output level is llly adjustable 

with a l0dB-step, 6 range attenuator and a level adjuster. 
Low output impedance of 600 S2. The attenuator provides accuracy of -t l.OdB at 600 S2 

load. 
Sine and square waves easily available. 

External Synchronizing input terminal. 



2. SPECIFICATIONS 
2.1 Frequency range: 

X 1 range: 10Hz- 100Hz 

X 10 range: 100Hz-lkHz 

X 100 range: 1kHz-1OkHz 

X 1K range: 10kHz-100k.H~ 

x 1OK range: 100kHz- 1MHz 

2.2 Frequency accuracy: 
t ( 3  %+lHz) 

2.3 [Sine Wave Characteristics]: 
Output voltages: 5V rms or more(600 R load). 

Frequency characteristics: lOHz - 1MHq 0.5dB (reference fieq: 1- 600 R load). 

Distortion factor: 

GAG- 809: 
500Hz-20- 0.1 % or less 

100Hz- 100kHz: 0.3 % or less ( X 10 range for 100Hz, X 1K range for 100kH~) 

50H.z-200kHz: 0.3 % or less 

20Hz-500kHz: 0.5% orless 

10Hz- 1MHz: 1.5 % or less 
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GAG-8 10: 
500Hz-20kHz: 0.02 % or less 

100Hz- 100kHz: 0.05 % or less ( X 10 range for 100Hz, X 1K range for 100kHz) 

5OHz-2OOldb: 0.3 % or less 

20Hz-500kHz 0.5 % or less 

10%-1MHz: 1.5 % or less 

2.4 [Square Wave Characteristics]: 
0 Output voltage: 10V p-p or more (no load). 

0 Rise and hll times: 200ns or less 
0 Overshoot: 2 % or less (at lkHi, max.output) 

0 Duty ratio: 50 % k 5 % (at 1- max-output) 

2.5 [External Synchronization Characteristics]: 
Synchronizing range: + 1 %N 

Max. allowable input: 15V (DC+ACpeak) 
Input impedance: Approx. l5Ok R 

2.6 Output impedance: Approx.600 Q 

2.7 Output attenuator: OdB, -10dB, -20dB, -30dB, -40dB and -50dB in 6 steps (accuracy: t 1dB 

at 600 S2 load) 



2.8 Enviromental : 

0 Indoor use : Altitude up to 2000m 

Installation category I1 : Pollution degree 2 
0 Within specification temperaturehumidity range: 10 -- 35 "C, 85% RH 

0 Operation temperaturehumidity range: 0 -- 40 "C, 85% RH 

2.9 Power requirement: 10011 2012201230VAC 31 I O%(Max.250VAC), 50-60Hz 

2.10 Power consumption: 8wattsIlOVA 

2.1 1 Dimensions: 

0 Casing: 200(W) X MO(D) X 270(H) mm 

Overall(include knobs): 1 3O(W) X 295(D) X 2 1 0(H) mm 

0 External view: See Fig.2 

2.12 Weight: 3 kg 

2.13 Accessories: 

........................... 0 Power cord 1 

Test Lead : GTL- 103 .......... . 1  

0 Instruction manual ................ 1 



3. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Summary 

When reading the following descriptions, refer to the block diagram (Fig. 1). 

The sine-wave signal generated by the Wien bridge oscillator circuit is fed through the WAVE 
FORM selector switch set at the "--" position to the AMPLITUDE control by means of which it is 

adjusted to any desired voltage. 

Ethe WAVE FORM switch is in the "n" position, the sine-wave signal is shaped into the square 

wave and the voltage is also adjusted by the AMPLITUDE control. 

The signal voltage thus adjusted is applied to the output circuit, where its impedance is 

appropriately converted, and then delivered through an output attenuator to the output terminal. The 
attenuator provides selectable attenuations of OdB through -50dB in lOdB steps at 600 R of output 

impedance. 

3.2 Wien Bridge Oscillator Circuit 

The Wien bridge oscillator circuit is composed of the resistance elements, capacity elements and 

amplifier circuit. which may be switched over for 5 range by the FREQ. RANGE switch, and the variable 

capacitor controlled by the FREQUENCY dial. 



These elements provide means to vary the oscillating fiequency continuously over 10 times its 

fiequency on one range, thus determining any desired fiequency within the entire fiequency range fiom 

lOHz to 1MHz. 
The amplifier circuit for the oscillator circuit is composed of a compound differential amplifier and 

an output stage. The input circuit is a high input impedance circuit with FET while the amplifier stage is a 

wide band, high amplification type circuit with PNP transistors featuring high cut-off fi-equency. The output 

stage is a SEPP circuit using complementary transistors. 

The output voltage is fed back with positive polarity through the resistance and capacity elements 

to form an oscillating circuit, while it is also fed back with negative polarity through the rectiiier and the 

flter circuit and the variable resistance with FET to stabilize the amplitude. 

3.3 Square Wave Shaping Circuit 

The square wave shaping circuit is a Schmit-trigger circuit in which the sine wave signal fiom the 

oscillator circuit is shaped into a square wave. It provids suflicient rising and fklling characteristics. 

3.4 Output Circuit 

The output circuit is a feedback amplifier. It is composed of a differential amplifier, a driver circuit 

and a SEPP-OCL circuit employing complementary transistors. It converts the impedance of signal fiom 

the AMPLITUDE control and amplifies the signal and feeds it to the output attenuator at a low impedance 

over the range fiom DC to MHz 



3.5 Output Attentuator 

The 6-position output attenuator selects attenuations of OdB to -50d.B in lOdB steps. At the OdB 
position with the AMPLITUDE control turned l l l y  c o l c k ,  the output voltage (sine wave at a 600 0 

load) is more than 5V nns. 
The output impedance is rated for 600 Cl and the attenuation accuracy is as + 1.Od.B at a 600 Q 

load. 

3.6 Power Supply 
The power supply circuit is powered by AC 100/120/220/230V and delivers DC + 24V 

sufficiently stabilized by large capacity smoothing capacitors and two voltage stabilizers. 
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circuit 
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shaping 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram 
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4.PANEL CONTROLS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
The table below descnies the functions of panel controls. Refer to the panel diagram (Fig.2). 

FRONTPANEL 

1. This lamp (light emitting diode) lights when POWER switch is ON. 

2. POWER SWITCH: This switch applies or removes AC power. 

3. ATTENUATOR: 6-position output attenuator selects attenuations of OdB to - 5OdB in 1 OdB 

steps. 
4. OUTPUT TERMINAL: Output terminal used for both sine wave and square wave. The Black 

terminal indicates GND (Case grounded) 
5. WAVE FORM: Output waveform selector switch. When pressed to "--" output signal is sine 

wave. When pressed to "n" the signal is square wave. 

6. EREQ.RANGE: Oscillating frequency range selector switch which selects the ranges in 5 steps 

as follows: 
x 1 1 OHZ- 1 OOHZ 

x 10 10oHZ- lkHz 

x 100 1kHz-1okHz 

X 1K 10kHz- 100kH.z 

X 10K 100kH.i-lMH~ 



7. AMPLITUDE: Amplitude adjuster to continuously vary the amplitude of output voltage. 

8. FREQUENCY DIAL: This dial adjusts oscillatmg fiequencies. Frequencies can be read by 

multiplying the reading on the dial scale by maguification of FREQ. RANGE. 

9. DIAL, SCALE: This pointer indicates fiequencies on the dial scale. 

REARPANEL 
10. EXT SYNC: External synchronizing signal input terminals for GND for connection of 

synchronizing signal to the instrument. 

1 1. FUSE HOLDER: Fuse for power supply. 

12. AC CONNECTOR: Fox connection of the supplied AC connector. 



A REPUCE FUSE FUY n*nYc 
sPEunLO IWy 10 ! A  8 W A r 7 1  

DISCONNECT P O W  "OY (0 "1 

Fig. 2 
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5.OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Start-up 

First check that the fbse (1 l), then connect the supplied AC power cord to your AC outlet. Press 

the power switch (2) and the pilot lamp (1) will light indicating that the unit is ready for operation. Allow 2 

or 3 minutes for the unit to warm up so that it is stabilized. 

2. Waveform Selection 
Press the WAVE FORM switch (5) to "-" position to obtain sine waves. Press the switch to the 

"nl'position for square waves. 

3. Frequency Selection 

First set the FREQ. RANGE switch (6) to the desired range, then set the fiequency dial (8) so that 

the dial pointer (9) indicates your frequency. 

Example: Suppose you want to select a fiequency of 1.5kHz, then proceed as follows: 
1. Set FREQ. RANGE switch (6) to X 100 range. 

2.By using the fiequency dial set the dial pointer (9) to " 15" on the dial scale. 

The fiequency thus selected is: 
I5 X 100=15OO(Hz)=1.5(lrHz) 



4. Adjustment of Output Voltage 

The output voltage kom OUTPUT terminal (4), sine wave or square wave, can be continuously 

varied by AMPLITUDE (7) and stepped down by ATTENUATOR (3). 

Example: To adjust output voltage to lOmV rms, proceed as follows: 

1.Connect a voltmeter capable of measuring AC 1V nns to OUTPUT terminal (4);Set 

ATTENUATOR (3) to OdB and then adjust AMPLITUDE (7) until the voltmeter indicates 

1V m. A voltage of 11V rms will appear at OUTPUT terminal (4). 

2. Set ATTENUATOR (3) to -40dB. The voltmeter indicates about OV, while a voltage of 

lOmV rms appears at OUTPUT terminal (4). 

5. Use of Synchronizing Input Terminal By applying an external sine wave signal to SYNC terminal 

(lo), the oscillating frequency of instrument can be synchronized to the external signal. 

The synchronizing range is increased in proportion as the input voltage is increased as shown in Fig.3, 
indicating that the synchronizing range is about ir 1 % per input voltage of 1V. 

Example: 

Ifthe signal of EXT SYNC terminal is 3Vrd100KHz then the oscillating fiequency of 

GENERATOR is between 97KHz and 103KHz. 

If the signal of EXT SYNC terminal is 5Vrms/100KHz then the oscillating frequency of 

GENERATOR is between 95KHz and 105KHz. 



Note: that too high a synchronizing signal voltage will affect the amplitude and distortion fictor, 

and care must therefore be taken when the signal voltage is higher than 3V rms. Also, note that ifthe 

synchronizing signal is largely deviated fiom the fi-equency of instrument the synchronization is pulled out 

which affects the distortion fhctor. It is therefore advisable that the oscillating fiequency be first 
synchronized with a low input signal voltage (less than 1V rms) and then the voltage be increased. 

Fig. 3 
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6 .APPLICATIONS 
1. Using as Sine Wave Oscillator: 

The instrument can be used as a sine wave oscillator as outlined below. 

1.1 Since the unit features low distortion factor, it can be used for measurement of distortion 

characteristic of amplifier. 

1.2 Since the unit features wide bandwidth, it can be used for measurement sf fiequenccy 

characteristic of amplifier. 

1.3 The built-in high accuracy attenuator permits measurement of amplifier gain. 

1.4 Can be used as a signal source of impedance bridge. 

2. Measurement of Amplifier Gain 

An example of measurement of amplifier gain is described below. First connect the instrument, 

amplifier to be tested and AC volt-meter as shown in Fig.4. 

2.1 Adgust ATTENUATOR (3) and AMPLITUDE (7) so that AC volt-meter indicates the rated 

output (supposed to be 1 V  in this example) of the amplifier.To facilitate the measurement, it 

is advisable to set ATTENUATOR (3) as low as possible. Assume that ATTENUATOR (3) 

is set -50dB for the rated output. 



2.2 Disconnect the amplifier and connect the AC volt-meter to instrument to measure the output 

voltage. 

Note: that the use of ATTENUATOR (3) e k a t e s  the need for connecting a high sensitivity 

voltmeter. EATTENUATOR (3) is set to OdB and the volt-meter indicates 2V, it means 

that the input voltage of the amplifier is 50dB below 2V. Therefore, the gain obtained is 

as follows: 50dB + 20 log(lV/2V) dB 

AC VOLTMETER 
AUDIO GENERATOR 

0 



3. Measurement of Phase Characteristic 

Connect the instrument and an oscilloscope to the amplifier to be tested as shown in Fig.5. Ifthere 

is no phase shift about the output signal of the amplifier, the oscilloscope will display a straight line as 

shown in Fig.5A. Ifthe straight line on the oscilloscope is curved at its top and bottom 

sections as shown in Fig. 5B, it indicates that the output signal of amplifier is suffering &om an amplitude 

distortion. In this case, reduce the output level of instrument a little to vary the frequency. This causes the 

straight line on the oscilloscope to expand gradually to turn into an ellipse. By 

utilqmg the configuration of this ellipse, the phase shift can be calculated as follows: 

First, measure the maximum horizontal deflection and suppose that this deflection is "X" and that 

the section at which the ellipse crosses the horizontal axis is "x", as shown in Fig.6. And, the phase shift 

angle 0 is given by the following.: 
Sin 8 =x/X 

Find 0 fiom the table of trigonometric functions and the value obtained gives the angle 

I 

Fig. 5 Measurement of Phase Ch 

of phase shift. 



X Sin 8 =- 
X 

Fig.6 Check of Phase Shift Angle 

4. Using as Square Wave Oscillator 

The instrument features excellent rising and falling characteristics (120 ns as standard 

characteristic). It has no coupling capacitors in the output stage, so the sag (deflection of top section) is as 
low as 5 % at 50Hz. By applying such a good square wave to an amplifier input, various characteristics of 

amplifier can be observed on an oscilloscope. To test an amplifier proceed as follows: 

4.1 Connect the instrument, an amplifier to be tested and an oscilloscope as shown in Fig.7. 

4.2 Press WAVE FORM (5) to the "n" position to obtain square waves of appropriate 

firequency and amplitude. 

4.3 During the test, change the frequency as necessary. The relationship between waveforms and 

amplifier characteristics is shown in Fig. 8. 



OSCILLOSCOPE 

AUDIO GENERATOR 
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t 3  
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Output waveform 
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n.J'l 

Fig. 8 
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Amplifier characteristic 

Flat frequency characteristic over 10 times the input frequency 

Frequency of about 10 times the input frequency is cut off 

Frequency of about 1/10 of the input frequency is cut off. 
Peak appears on ftequency of about 10 times the input ftequency. 



7 .ADJUSTMENT AND CALIBRATION 
1. Oscillating Voltage Adjustment 

1.1 Set the instrument fiequency to 1KHz. Connect an oscilloscope to TP202. 

1.2 Adjust VR201 to obtain a symmetric sine wave on the oscilloscope. 

1.3 Adjust VR203 until the sine wave amplitude is 1 1V p-p. 

1.4 Set the instrument fiequency to 1MHz. Adjust VC202 untill the sine wave amplitude is 

12v p-p. 

2. Frequency Adjustment 

2.1 Connect a fiequency counter to the OUTPUT terminal. 
2.2 Set the P;REQ. RANGE switch to X 100 and the fiequency dial to I' 100" position. Adjust 

VC203 for 10KHz on the fiequency counter. 

2.3 Set the fiequency dial to "10" position. Adjust VC204 for lKHz on the fi-equency counter. 

2.4 Repeat step 2.2 and step 2.3. 
2.5 Set the FREQ. RANGE switch to X 10K and the fi-equency dial to " 100" position. Adjust 

VC20 1 for MHz on the fiequency counter. 

3. Output DC Wltage Adjustment 

3.1 Connect an oscilloscope to the OUTPUT terminal and set the AMPLITUDE knob to 

"MIN". 

3.2 Adjust VR401 to obtain a minimum DC voltage. 
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4. Distortion Adjustment 
4.1 Connect a distortion meter to the OUTPUT treminal. 
4.2 Set the FREQ. RANGE switch to x 100 and the frequency dial to " 10" position. 

4.3 Adjust VR202 to obtain a minimum distortion. 



8. CAUTION 
1. Do not apply voltage of more than 10V rms to OUTPUT terminal and SYNC terminal. If a DC 

voltage is to be used, it should be applied through a capacitor. 

2. Connecting leads should be as short as possible. Use of a long sheild cable will affect high 

frequency amplitude characteristics because of its own line capacitance. Also, use of a long 

unshielded lead will introduce noise and cause other troubles. 

3. Power supply voltage: 

The instrument is preset to the operating voltage , however, this should be checked before 
connecting AC power cord. Note that operating voltage is within k 10 % of the rated 

voltage. 

4. Output waveform after switching on: 

Because of the use of direct coupled circuits throughout the entire stage, a DC voltage will 

appear at OUTPUT terminal for a while when the power is on. This DC voltage will dsiappear 

about 20 to 30 seconds later when normal output waveform is obtained. 

5. Output voltage variation due to ambient temperature: 

A thermistor is used to control the oscillating voltage. Care should be used when operating 

instrument in atmosphere of exessive temperature variation because the thermistor is normally 

affected by ambient temperature variation. 



6. Be sure to press only one FREQ. RANGE switch. Iftwo switches are pressed at the same time 

or all the switches are in released positions, your instrument will not work properly. 

7. Impedance matching 

Any related equipment to be connected to OUTPUT terminal should be checked to see that its 
input impedance matches the output impedance (600 Q)  of instrument. 

8. Effect of external noise: 

Excessive noise fiom an outside source may affect the external synchronizing input terminal. If 

such a noise is evident, short this terminal (output voltage amplitude will somewhat deviate in 

this case). 



EC Declaration o f  Conformity 

GOOD WILL INSTRUMENT CO.,LTD. 

( I )  NO. 95- 10. Pao-Chung Rd.. Hsin-Tien City, Taipei Hsien. Taiwan, R.O.C. 

( 2 )  Plot 522. Lororlg Perusallaan Baru 3 .  Prai Industrial Estate. 13600 Prai, Pcnang. Malaysia 

dcclarc undcr sole responsibility tlial 

GAG-80918 1 0  

mccts tllc intent of  Directive 891336EEC ; 9213 IIEEC ; 93168lEEC for Elcctrornagnctic Conipatibility . 

Co~upliancc \vas demonstrated to t l~c  following specifications as listed in tlie industrial Teclinology 

Generic emission standard unmuntty sramfard 




